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Galeria Leme presents the first solo show by Igor Vidor in its space, featuring the artist’s most
recent production through an unprecedented set of works that are the result from two years of
research on issues related to violence and youth in the city of Rio de Janeiro.
Igor Vidor has spent the last years driven by an interest in investigating the relationship between
the (physical and/or social) body and its often oppressive and violent social and urban contexts.
During his research the artist collected a series of objects that convey remnant signs of a
state of violence that is deeply rooted in the daily life of these different contexts, such as used
capsules of real rifles or toy weapons made by children who imitate the real weapons that they
see on their daily lives. In choosing such elements Vidor shows how symbols of violence are
naturalized and end up gaining new meanings, be they playful, related to the logics of marketing
and consumption, linked to social aspirations or status, or others. The innocent child’s play,
which is common to children of different social strata, also ends up acquiring new nuances
in these same contexts, where such toys are repeatedly confused by real weapons, a situation
that carries an imminent danger to the life of these children. Some of these harmless items are
re-contextualized in the exhibition, so that they can make explicit the complex motivations and
consequences of the security apparatus implemented in the most disadvantaged areas of the
city, as well as its relation with other global agents whose role of manufacture and diffusion of
firearms feeds the world war industry.
As a result of his transit through contrasting territories of the city the artist has gathered
several interviews that gives us access to the unequal realities of Rio de Janeiro. The dialogues
and collaborations with people who share several of Vidor’s questions and concerns, result
in performances that will take place at the exhibition’s opening, featuring the collective duo
“Amador e Jr. Segurança Patrimonial Ltda.”, performing proposals related to the security policy
in artistic institutions and the exercise of speculation on the day-to-day action of security guards.

Igor Vidor invites us to look at the social complexity of the city of Rio de Janeiro, through the
relationship between the social body and the public security policies. Making us ponder upon
how such friction fuels an intermittent and seemingly unsolvable violence that transcends
the specificity of Rio de Janeiro’s context and finds echoes and recurrences in several other
Brazilian cities.
Igor’s exhibition is followed by a critical text by Marcelo Campos, Prof. Dr. in Visual Arts at UFRJ
– Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro and associated curator at MAR – Museu de Arte do
Rio.
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SE VOCÊ ESTÁ VENDO ISSO JÁ É TARDE DEMAIS
IF YOU’RE SEEING THIS, IT’S ALREADY TOO LATE

Geometric patterns have been used to equate pieces of colored silk papers with images of violent situations used by the press. These sheets
were assembled one by one by the artist, following a meticulous process, always respecting the very steps of kite production. In addition to being
a playful and traditional object, formerly used as a communication device among the traffickers of Rio de Janeiro, the original kites producers
already work the complexity of constructing the geometric patterns in their practice, regardless of any historical pattern postulated by the history
of the Brazilian vanguards.

Igor Vidor
Espada Cruzada-CVRL 762, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
90 x 58,5 x 20 cm
Composed of two overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Triângulo Taqueado-exército, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
70 x 46 x 20 cm
Composed of four overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Xis Taqueado-caveira, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
96,2 x 58 x 20 cm
Composed of five overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Curva Taqueado-revista-criança, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
70 x 45,8 x 20 cm
Composed of three overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Faixa Xis Cruzado-ocupação, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
91 x 46 x 20 cm
Composed of six overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Escadinha-lençol, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
91 x 58 x 20 cm
Composed of four overlapping papers

Igor Vidor
Xis taqueado-corpo-caçamba, 2018
Ink jet print on silk paper and collage
95,5 x 58,5 x 20 cm
Composed of five overlapping pape

BATIDÃO M4A1 - PRESENTE AO REDENTOR
BATIDÃO M4A1 - GIFT TO THE REDEEMER

The work is the first one of a series of life-size sculptures designed for the statue of Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro. The necklace
(batidão) alludes to an image of two boys, in school uniform, wearing a similar one. The piece also refers to the public safety programs focused
on exclusive areas of tourism and commerce for patrimony protection, as well as the popularization of Airsoft shooting places, which is increasingly common among middle-class families in Rio de Janeiro.

Igor Vidor
Batidão M4A1, 2018
“Presente ao Redentor” series
Iron, acrylic paint finishing and protection, automotive paint, Airsoft toy gun
Variable dimensions - 200kg

CÂMBIO FLUTUANTE
FLOATING EXCHANGE RATE

Through logos of armaments companies and the silhouettes of their respective weapons, this installation draws attention to the continuous
mass production of firearms, as well as the constant fluctuation of the dollar related to smuggling. The objective is to raise awareness of the
situation which links guns trafficking to a much larger international network, including the involvement of other spheres of society, not just those
of the communities.

Igor Vidor
Câmbio Flutuante, 2018
Fabric, wood and iron mast
Variable dimensions

HERÓIS NUNCA CELEBRAM VILÕES.
HERÓIS APENAS CELEBRAM VILÕES
heroes never celebrate villains. heroes only celebrate villains

The sentence printed on the thousand pencils says: “heroes never celebrate villains. heroes only celebrate villains”, a title given to the exhibition
that refers to the inversion of values proper to the realities of the families affected by conflicts between the traffic and the State. Spread across
the floor of the gallery’s exhibition space, they resemble the remaining capsules post-conflicts.

Igor Vidor
heróis nunca celebram vilões. heróis apenas celebram vilões, 2018
1000 pencils
Variable dimensions

SE VOCÊ ESTÁ OUVINDO ISSO JÁ É TARDE DEMAIS
IF YOU’RE HEARING THIS IT’S ALREADY TOO LATE

This wind chimes hovers from above, activating the right foot of the gallery space. But what by far inspires good energy, closely puts us in front of
a reality connected to violence and inequality, pointed by capsules found in areas of shooting.

Igor Vidor
Se Você Está Ouvindo Isso já é Tarde Demais, 2018
Nylon wire, metal ring and bullet capsules
Variable dimensions

ROUBEI-LHE A IDADE E LHE COBREI JUÍZO
I STOLE HIS AGE AND ASKED HIM FOR RESPONSIBILITY

This installation consists of a collection of guns made by children, disposed by their parents or relatives. The innocent child’s play, common
among children of different social levels, acquires other meanings in these communities, since these toys are repeatedly confused by real
weapons, representing an imminent danger to the lives of these children.

Igor Vidor
Roubei-lhe a Idade e lhe Cobrei Juízo, 2018
Toy guns
Variable dimensions

CARNE E AGONIA
FLASH AND AGONY

The video presents countless tests of bullets in ballistic gelatin. It is driven by a narrative that is guided by the conversation, through its subtitles.
A doubtful conversation does not make clear the identity of the interviewee or interviewees (people working for drug trafficking and the police).
Doubts caused by paradoxes, contradictions and similarities of speech dictate the content of the work.

Igor Vidor
Carne e Agonia, 2018
video full HD
5 + 1 A.P.

ORDINÁRIOS

Ordinary objects, such as these were confused with real guns by State agents. Innocent lives are gone, but none of these agents has been
convicted. In this installation, Igor Vidor works the juxtaposition of these objects to report the tragic. From the extraordinary, the tragedy now
becomes routine while living in areas of conflict in the city of Rio de Janeiro.

Igor Vidor
Ordinários n.1, 2018
Iron, high temperature paint, objects
100 x 170 x 30 cm

RESEARCH REFERENCES

Document 1 - Notes from cash book, 2018
(Page from a original notebook used to financial transactions
by the drug traffic)

Document 2 - Photography Boy/Sigsauer, 2018
(Photo taken during a flagrant of a child carrying a toy gun in
the metro of Sao Paulo)

Document 3 - Dashboard
(Images and symbols used to build the concepts of the works)

TOY BOXES

Now framed, the weapons made by the children are complemented by their respective capsules of bullets, remains of conflicts. These objects are
part of the collection gathered by the artist over the last two years and aim to raise important questions related to the principles based on privileges, established very early among the children, and also the situation of the parents, who live in constant vigil trying to avoid the worst.

Igor Vidor
Caixa de Brinquedo - 762, 2018
Toy gun, bullet capsules
101 x 63 x 8 cm

Igor Vidor
Caixa de Brinquedo - Calibre 12, 2018
Toy gun, bullet capsule
101 x 72 x 8 cm

Igor Vidor
Caixa de Brinquedo - Ponto 40, 2018
Toy gun, bullet capsules
75 x 48 x 8 cm

Igor Vidor
Caixa de Brinquedo - 9mm, 2018
Toy gun, bullet capsules
65 x 44 x 8 cm

Interdict
After all, the shirt served as a flag, displaying the stain of “this was”, as evidenced as an extract imprinted with the marks of the moment. The authentic representation could have been avoided. It was difficult to build an image. Nothing was guaranteed and the text
was unable to deal with the irremediable. What would be made of that t-shirt? The justice did not offer any guarantee. The text had to
be written in the past. And the image was built meaningfully before the wreckage. Life and art, things of the past. It is too late now... to
ask for to pay attention, precaution, to come back early, to not talk to strangers, to protect yourself. It is too late now... to get into “this
was”, concept of Roland Barthes for photography, and still have time to go back, to return to the scene, as in the remote device that
only works for the images already recorded. The frightening traces were taken away “at the very moment when the object is thought
as a dead object.” The History of Art was thought, from the death, “a work of mourning”, in the terms of Georges Didi-Huberman, but
with the desire to make it sparkle.
Igor Vidor built an exhibition in the interstices of memory, between conversations, conviviality and news. He was astonished by what
had been seen and narrated. He has approached fragments, capsules of revolver bullets, toy weapons made by children, logos of gun
makers, quotes and speeches from official authorities (in and out of the favela). He conceived, with this, an exhibition placed in the
past, after concepts like the sentence “heroes never celebrate villains; heroes only celebrate villains”. However, what was addressed
did refer to a narrative of heroes and villains? Villains, somehow, have always been heroes, as the narrative’s weight, in the movies
and in life, has placed them in horizontal parity: protagonist and antagonist. If the narrative took place around the hero, it was also
done within the extent of the tragedy.
In Vidor’s exhibition, we reflect: what was the consequence of such visibility? We already now that violence is known as “exceeding
power” when reading the newspapers in the morning, the same ones as the artist uses to produce his works. Before Marie-José
Mondzain tells us that image can kill and the violence is a “potential even before turning into an act or not” , we already knew due to
the contact with the reality lived, heard, seen, from the mourning of a history that prevailed before an utopic “could have been”. What
was written, photographed and erased with water and broom, was also running against the grain, when the story only shows consequences. Everyday, the coexistence with the images made us to realize a force intensity that cannot be mediated. What to do about
Auschwitz? Theodor Adorno’s question keeps returning. And Mondzain’s statement would now return as perplexity “where and how
the violence of our images will generate the strength we need to live in society,” a sentence that should be followed by a question
mark. The question becomes more complex when it reaches the logic of the desires. We know that images have become passion,
shrouds, portraits.

Igor Vidor demonstrated astonishment to see children in love with weapons. Children who displayed miniature guns as string pendants. Weapons that served, thus, as amulets, as desire. Children who, nevertheless, went to school in theirs uniforms. The logic of
the weapons was the same logic as of the toys. And the institutional presence of the school existed as that of the organized crime.
The child kept from play’s time the desire for reconstruction. The world given only raised interest when turned inside out, involve it in
another material, reconstruct it in a kite and cardboard paper. That is why weapons were amulets, between the toys and the dream,
between monsters and chimeras.
The exhibition of Vidor places us, at every moment, before the conscience that it has been established a horizontality between the
hero and the villain. And the hero, although warned by everyone, had to fulfil its destiny. This has always been the logic of the tragedy,
difficult to change. The show has been conceived as a narrative that erased differences. Only the past of history remains. The mother
was only able to keep for herself a son circumvented by affection, by singularities, as a noble meat. But, this nobility, to be enduring,
will need salt and sun. It will have to occupy the roof slabs, sweat under its shirts covering its face, wear ties. And it will be, in spite of
all clairvoyance of Tiresias, a blind Greek Prophet who warned Oedipus about the interdicts that is about to be committed by the hero,
impossible not to fulfil the destiny. Mothers, inevitably, Pietas, Our Lady of Sorrows.
But what did the institutions do about it? It was common to hear authorities say that this problem is municipal, state, federal. And here
we could question what does violence do with a commercial art gallery? However, the problem looms and becomes omnipresent. How
many more it will need (...) so that, after all, images are made? The insurgency of some artworks only corroborated the fact that Art
History has always dealt with the mourning. It would have been important to think about this before. Before it is necessary to place,
instead of the state flag, that of the gun manufacturer at the entrance to the gallery.
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